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ABSTRACT
In the last couple of years, weakly labeled learning for sound events
has turned out to be an exciting approach for audio event detection.
In this work, we introduce webly labeled learning for sound events
in which we aim to remove human supervision altogether from the
learning process. We first develop a method of obtaining labeled
audio data from the web (albeit noisy), in which no manual labeling
is involved. We then describe deep learning methods to efficiently
learn from these webly labeled audio recordings. In our proposed
system, WeblyNet, two deep neural networks co-teach each other
to robustly learn from webly labeled data, leading to around 17%
relative improvement over the baseline method. The method also
involves transfer learning to obtain efficient representations.
Index Terms— Audio Events, Weakly Labeled, Webly Labeled
1. INTRODUCTION
As artificial intelligence becomes an increasingly integral part of our
life, it is imperative that automated understanding of sounds too gets
integrated into everyday systems and devices. Sound event detection
and understanding has a wide range of applications [1], and hence,
in the past few years, the field has received considerable attention in
broader areas of machine learning and audio processing.
One long-standing problem in the field of audio event detection
(AED) has been the availability of labeled data. Labeling sound
events in an audio stream requires marking their beginnings and
ends. Annotating audio recordings with times of occurrences of
events is a laborious and resource intensive task. Weakly-supervised
learning for sound events [2] addressed this issue by showing that it
is possible to train audio event detectors using weakly labeled data:
audio recordings, here, are tagged only with presence or absence of
the events as opposed to the time stamp annotations in of strongly
labeled audio data.
Weakly labeled AED has gained significant attention since it was
first proposed and has turned out to be the preferred and the most
promising approach for scaling AED. Several weakly labeled methods have been proposed [3, 4, 5, 6, 7], to mention a few. Audio
events dataset much larger than before have been possible through
weak labels [8, 9]. It also features in the annual DCASE challenge
for sound events and scenes recognition 1 .
Being able to work with weak labels is, however, only half the
story. Even weak labeling, when done manually, can become challenging on a large scale; labeling a large number of audio recordings for a large number of classes is non-trivial. Datasets along the
lines of Audioset [8] are not easy to create and require considerable
resources. However, as pointed out in [2], a major motivation of
weakly labeled learning is that it enables us to exploit the massive
amount of data on the web without employing manual annotation.
The web provides us with a rich resource from which weaklylabeled data could be automatically derived. This can remove the
resource intensive processing of creating the training data manually
and opens up the possibility of entirely automated training. However, this brings up a new problem – the weak labels associated with
these recordings, having been automatically obtained through some
1 http://dcase.community/

means, are likely to be noisy or plain wrong. We call such data webly labeled and the challenge now extends to being able to learn from
such noisy weakly labeled data.
Learning sound events from webly labeled data has received little to no attention. There have been a few works on webly supervised
learning for recognizing visual objects and concepts [10, 11, 12]. On
the AED front, the main prior work is [13], where webly labeled data
have been employed; however, to counter the noise in the labels, [13]
adds strongly labeled supporting data in a graph-based approach to
provide additional supervision. Needless to say, the strong labels in
the support data are manually obtained.
Our objective in this paper is to eliminate human supervision
altogether, from the process of learning from webly labeled data.
Challenges in Webly Labeled Learning: Webly labeled learning involves several challenges. The first one is obtaining the webly
labeled data itself. Obtaining quality exemplars from the web has
been well documented in several computer vision works [10, 14, 15,
12]. This applies for sound events as well and is, in fact, harder due
to the complex and intricate ways we describe sounds [1].
The next big challenge is that webly labeled data are always going to contain noisy labels. This inherently makes the training process harder. The third factor which further complicates the learning
is the undesirable intra-class variations. Human labeling favor consistency in the acoustic signatures of sounds. Webly labeled data can
contain unexpected variability in acoustic characteristics of a sound
class which can make it harder to learn the underlying representation
and structure of the class.
Moreover, manual annotations keeps in check the overall
amount of signal noise in the data. Even if the source of data is
the web (e.g Audioset), manual labeling ensures that the sound is at
least audible to most human subjects. However, for webly labeled
data the signal noise is “unchecked” and the sound event, even if
present, might be heavily masked by other sounds or noise. Thus,
signal noise in the webly labeled data is difficult to quantify and
remains an open research topic for future works.
We develop an entire framework to deal with such webly labeled
data. We begin by collecting a webly labeled dataset using a video
search engine as the source. We then propose a deep learning based
system for effectively learning from this webly labeled data. Our
primary idea is that two neural networks can co-teach each other
to robustly learn from webly labeled data. The two networks use
two different views of the data. Since the labels are noisy, we argue
that one cannot rely only on the loss with respect to the labels to
train the networks. Instead, the agreement between the networks can
be used to address this problem. Hence, we introduce a method to
factor the agreement between the networks in the learning process.
Our system also includes transfer learning to obtain efficient feature
representations.
2. WEBLY LABELED LEARNING OF SOUNDS
2.1. Collecting Training Data
Obtaining training audio recordings is the first step in the learning
process and is a considerably hard open problem on its own. The
most popular approach in webly supervised systems in vision has

Fig. 1. False Positive counts for the 5 sound classes with highest FP.
been text query based retrieval from search engines [14, 15, 10]. Our
approach is along similar lines where we use text queries to retrieve
potential exemplars from a video search engine, YouTube.
We must first select a “vocabulary” of sounds – terms used to describe sounds. In this paper, we use a subset of 40 sound events from
Audioset, chosen based on several factors. These include preciseness in event names and definitions, the quality of metadata-based
retrieval of videos from YouTube, the retention of sound hierarchies,
and the number of exemplars in Audioset (larger is better).
Obtaining Webly Labeled Data: Using just the sound name
itself as text query on YouTube leads to extremely noisy retrieval.
[16] argued that humans often use the phrase “sound of” in texts before referring to a sound. Based on this intuition we augment the
search query with the phrase “sound of”. This leads to a dramatic
improvement in the retrieval of relevant examples. For example, using “sound of dog” instead of “dog” improves the relevant results
(sound event actually present in the recordings) by more than 60% in
the top 50 retrieved videos. Hence, for every sound class, we use the
phrase “sound of <sound-class>” as the search query for retrieving
example recordings of each class. The top K retrieved video (audio) recordings for each class are automatically marked to contain
the sound event.
We formed two datasets using the above strategy. The first one
referred to as Webly-2k uses top 50 retrieved videos for each class
and has around 1,900 audio recordings. The second one, Webly-4k,
uses the top 100 retrieved videos for each class and contains around
3,800 recordings. Note that, some of the recordings are retrieved for
multiple classes, and hence, the datasets are multi-labeled, similar to
Audioset. Only recordings under 4 minutes are considered.
Analysis of the Dataset: The average duration of the Webly2k set is around 111 seconds resulting in a total of around 60 hours
of data. Webly-4k is around 108 hours of audio with an average
recording duration of 101 seconds.
As mentioned before, label noise is expected in these datasets.
To analyze this, we manually verified the positive exemplars of
each class and estimated the number of false positives (FP) for each
class. Clearly, the larger Webly-4k contains far more noisy labels
than Webly-2k. Figure 1 shows the FP counts for 5 classes with
the highest false positives. Note that, for these classes, 30-50% of
the examples are wrongly labeled to contain the sound when it is
actually not present. However, FP values can be low also for some
classes, e.g., Piano and Crowd. Another form of label noise is false
negatives. Estimating false negatives requires one to manually check
all of the recordings for all classes, which makes the task considerably difficult. Even the Audioset dataset has not been assessed for
false negatives and contains false negatives. Please visit our paper
webpage https://ankitshah009.github.io/weblynet
for full details on our webly labeled data.
Note that, the manual verification was done only for analysis; the
actual goal is to learn from noisy-labeled Webly-4k (or -2k) directly.

2.2. Approach: WeblyNet
One of the most critical challenges of webly labeled learning is noisy
labels. Robustly training neural networks with noisy labels is still
a hard open problem [17]. Several methods have been proposed,
especially in the visual domain [18, 10, 11, 19, 19, 17].
Our approach is based on the idea of training two networks
together in which they see different views of the same data as in
multi-view learning. Multi-view learning methods (e.g., co-training
[20][21]) are primarily semi-supervised learning methods where
learners are trained on different views of the data, and the goal
is to maximize their agreement on the unlabeled data. Our proposed method exploits this central idea of the agreement between
classifiers to address the challenges of webly labeled data.
The intuition is as follows: Two (or more) independent classifiers operating on noisily labeled data are likely to agree with the
provided label when it is correct. When the given label is incorrect,
the classifiers are unlikely to agree with it. They are, however, likely
to agree with one another if both of them independently identify the
correct label.
Figure 2 shows the overview of the proposed method. The two
networks “Network 1” and “Network 2” take as input two different
views of the data. The networks are trained jointly by combining
their individual loss functions and a third divergence term which explicitly measures the agreement between the two networks. The individual losses provide supervision from given labels, and the mutualagreement provides the supervision when the labels are noisy.
The idea of two networks co-teaching each other for noisy labels has been explored in some recent works [22, 23]. [22] gives a
“when to update rule” where networks are updated when they disagree. In [23], one network samples instances with small losses and
these samples are then used to teach the other network.
Our proposed method is different from these works as it explicitly ties in the co-teaching of the networks by having a disagreement
measure in the loss term. Moreover, in our method, the two networks
are operating on different views of the data and hence have different
learning abilities. Due to this, they will not fall in the degenerate
situation where both networks essentially end up learning the same
thing. This allows us to combine the classifiers’ outputs during the
prediction phase which further improves the performance. We refer
to our overall system as WeblyNet.
Two Views of the Data: Our primary representation of audio
recordings is embeddings obtained from Google’s VGGish [24] network. It gives a 128-dimensional embedding for each 1 second of
audio. Hence, an audio recording R, in this first view, is represented
by a feature matrix X1 ∈ RN X128 , where N depends on the duration of the audio. The temporal structure of the audio is maintained
by stacking the embedding sequentially in X1 . The first network N1
is trained on these features.
Several methods exist in the literature for generating multiple
views from a single view [21]. In this work, we propose to use nonlinear transforms through a neural network to generate the second
view (X2 ) of the data. Moreover, given the noisy nature of webly labeled data, we use the idea of transfer learning to obtain an effective
second view of the data [4, 25].
We first train a network (N1 with C = 527) on the Audioset
dataset and then use this trained model to obtain feature representations for our webly labeled data. More specifically, the F2 layer
is used to obtain 1024-dimensional representations for the audio
recordings by averaging the outputs across all 1-second segments.
This representation learning through knowledge transfer can be crucially useful in webly labeled data where a higher level of signal
noise and intra-class variation is expected.

Fig. 2. WeblyNet System: Network 1 (N1 ) is a deep CNN with first view of data as input. Network 2 (N2 ) takes in the second view of data obtained through
transfer learning. The networks are trained together to co-teach each other.

Network 1 (N1 ): N1 is trained on the first (X1 ) audio representations. It is a deep CNN. The layer blocks from B1 to B4 consists
of two convolutional layers followed by a max-pooling layer. The
number of filters in both convolutional layers of these blocks are, {
B1:64, B2:128, B3:256, B4:256 }. The convolutional filters are of
size 3 × 3 in all cases, and the convolution operation is done with a
stride of 1. Padding of 1 is also applied to inputs of all convolutional
layers. The max-pooling in these blocks are done using a window
of size 1 × 2, moving by the same amount. Layer F1 and F2 are
again convolutional layers with 1024 filters of size 1 × 8 and 1024
1024 filters of size 1 × 1 respectively. All convolutional layers from
B1 to F2 consists includes batch-normalization [26] and ReLU [27]
activations. The layer represented as C is the segment level output
layer. It consists of C filters of size 1 × 1, where C is the number of
classes in the dataset. This layer has a sigmoid activation function.
The segment level outputs are pooled through a mapping function in
the layer marked as G, to produce the recording level output. In this
case, we use the average function to perform this mapping.
The network architecture N1 is based on the fact that this architecture achieves state-of-the-art results on Audioset. We use the
same architecture to train on Audioset, with the only difference being that the number of channels layer C in N1 (see Fig 2) has C =
527 filters corresponding to 527 classes in the Audioset dataset.
Network 2 (N2 ): The network N2 (with X2 as inputs) consists
of 3 fully connected hidden layers with 2048, 1024 and 1024 neurons
respectively. The output layer contains C number of neurons. A
dropout of 0.4 is applied after first and second hidden layers. ReLU
activation is used in all hidden layers and sigmoid in the output layer.
Training WeblyNet: Given the multi-label nature of datasets,
we first compute the loss with respect to each class. The output layer
of both N1 and N2 gives posterior outputs for each class. We use
the binary cross-entropy loss, defined with respect to cth class as,
l(yc , pc ) = −yc ∗ log(pc ) − (1 − yc ) ∗ log(1 − pc ). Here, yc
and pc = N (X) are the target and the network output for cth class,
respectively. The overall loss function with respect to the target is
the mean of losses over all classes, as shown in Eq 1
C
1 X
L(N (X), y) =
l(yc , pc )
(1)
C c=1
In the WeblyNet system, N1 and N2 co-teach each other through
the following loss function
L(X1 , X2 , y) = L(N1 (X1 ), y) + L(N2 (X2 ), y) + α · D(N1 (X1 ), N2 (X2 )) (2)
The first two terms in Eq2 are losses for the two networks with

respect to the target. D(N1 (X1 ), N2 (X2 )) is the divergence measure between the outputs of the two networks. The α term in Eq 2
is a hyperparameter and controls the weight given to the divergence
between the outputs of the two networks in the total loss. This can
be set through a grid search and validation.
The divergence, D(N1 (X1 ), N2 (X2 )), between the networks
can be measured through a variety of functions. We found that the
generalized KL-divergence worked best [28]. Note that, the outputs
from the two networks do not sum to
P1. The generalizedPKL divergence is defined as DKL (x||y) = di=1 xi log( xyii ) − di=1 xi +
Pd
i=1 yi . DKL (x||y) is non-symmetric and is not a distance measure. We use D(x, y) = DKL (x||y) + DKL (y||x) to measure the
divergence between the outputs of the two networks. This measure
is symmetric with respect to x and y. If oN1 and oN2 are outputs
from N1 and N2 respectively then D(N1 (X1 ), N2 (X2 )) is
C
X

1
oN
i
(3)
N2
oi
i=1
During the inference stage, the prediction from WeblyNet is the
average of the outputs from the two networks N1 and N2 .
3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
WeblyNet is trained on the Webly-4k and Webly-2k training sets.
Audio recordings are represented through X1 and X2 views (Sec.
2.2). To the best of our knowledge, no other work has done an extensive study of webly supervised learning for sound events. The
only other relevant previous work, [13], is computationally not scalable to over 100 hours of data we use in this work. Moreover, it also
relies on strongly labeled data in the learning process.
All recordings from the Eval set of Audioset are used as the
test set. The size of this set is around 4500 recordings for the 40
sound events in our vocabulary. A subset of recordings from the
Unbalanced set of Audioset is used as the validation set.
Furthermore, to compare our webly supervised learning with
a manually labeled set, we also create Audioset-40 training set.
Audioset-40 is obtained from the balanced set of the Audioset by
taking all recordings corresponding to the 40 sound events in our
vocabulary. This turns out to be over 4,600 recordings.
All experiments are done in PyTorch deep learning toolkit. Hyperparameters are tuned using the validation set. The network is
trained using Adam optimization method [29]. Similar to previous
works [8, 4], we use Average Precision (AP) as the performance
metric for each class and then Mean Average Precision (MAP) of all

D(N1 (X1 ), N2 (X2 )) =

1
2
(oN
− oN
i
i )

Method
WLAT [4]
ResNet-Attention [7]
M&mmnet-MS [3]

MAP
21.3
22.0
22.6

Method
ResNet-SPDA [30]
ResNet (mean pooling) [3]
Ours N1

MAP
21.9
21.8
22.9

Table 1. MAP of N1 compared with state-of-the-art on whole Audioset
(527 Sound Events, Training: Balanced Set, Test: Eval Set)

Methods
N1 -Self (Baseline) (4k)
N2 -Self (4k)
WeblyNet (4k)

MAP
38.7
41.4
45.3

Methods
N1 -Self (Baseline)
N2 -Self
N1 -Self and N2 -Self (Averaged)

Methods
N1 -Self (Baseline) (2k)
N2 -Self (2k)
WeblyNet (2k)

MAP
38.7
41.4
43.5

Methods
N1 (Co-trained)
N2 (Co-trained)
WeblyNet

MAP
38.0
41.2
44.0

MAP
43.6
43.5
45.3

Table 2. Upper Tables: Comparison of systems on Webly-4k (L) and
Webly-2k (R). Lower: N1 and N2 co-teach each other in WeblyNet leading to improvement in their individual performances over training them separately. Results shown on Webly-4k. See Sec. 3.1

sound classes is used as the overall metric for comparison. Please
visit https://ankitshah009.github.io/weblynet for
webly labeled data, codes, setup and additional analysis.
Full Audioset Performance: We begin by evaluating the performance of the network architecture N1 (with C=527) on Audioset.
The primary motivation behind this analysis is to show that the architecture of N1 is capable of obtaining state-of-the-art results on a
standard well-known weakly labeled dataset. Table 1 shows comparison with state-of-the-art. Our N1 is able to achieve state-of-artperformance on Audioset. [3] reports a slightly better MAP of 23.2
using an ensemble of M&mmnet-MS. An ensemble can improve our
performance as well.
The performance of N1 on Audioset shows that it can serve as
a good base architecture for our WeblyNet system. Hence, it also
serves as the baseline method for comparison.
3.1. Evaluation Webly Supervised Learning
We first train N1 alone on the webly labeled dataset, and this performance (N1 -Self) is taken as the baseline number. We also train N2
alone on X2 features (N2 -Self) to assess the significance of transfer
learning in improving webly supervised learning.
The upper two tables in Table-2 shows results for different systems on Webly-4k and Webly-2k training sets. We first observe that
WeblyNet leads to an absolute improvement of 6.6% (17% relative)
over the baseline method on the Webly-4k training set. Another important fact to note is that the X2 representations learned through
transfer learning leads to considerable improvement over the baseline performance; around 7% and 8.5% relative improvements on the
Webly-4k and Webly-2k training sets respectively.
The lower table in Table-2 shows how our proposed system in
which both networks co-teach each other leads to an improvement
in the performance of the individual networks. Once the WeblyNet
system has been trained, we consider the output from individual N1
(or N2 ) as the output of the system. These are referred to as N1
(Co-trained) and N1 (Co-trained) respectively in the table. We can
observe that the performances of both networks are improved by a
considerable amount, over 12.7% for N1 and over 5% for N2 . We
see that a simple combination of the two networks (N1 -Self and N2 Self (Averaged) also leads improved results. Once the networks are
co-trained the individual networks improve and the combined system, WeblyNet, leads to 45.3 MAP.
Comparison With Manual Labeling: Table 3 shows comparison of N1 trained on Audioset-40 with other systems trained on
Webly-4k set. A considerable difference between N1 trained on

Method
Audioset-40
N1 -Self

MAP
54.3

Method
Webly-4k
N1 -Self

MAP
38.7

Method
Webly-4k
WeblyNet

MAP
45.3

Table 3. Webly labeled training vs. manual labeling (Audioset-40)
Sounds
Vehicle
Singing
Animal
Water
Tools
Avg.

Webly-4k
N1 -Self WeblyNet
28.1
46.9
51.3
52.7
29.7
35.2
51.8
59.6
31.9
36.5
38.6
46.2

Webly-2k
N1 -Self WeblyNet
34.8
36.4
47.8
50.5
29.0
31.1
50.4
51.9
40.7
40.6
40.5
42.1

Table 4. AP for 5 classes with very high label noise in webly labeled sets.
Audioset-40 and that trained on our Webly-4k exists, around 15.6%.
WeblyNet improves the webly supervised learning, however, compared to the training on manually labeled Audioset-40, a difference
of 9.0% still exists. Multiple factors are responsible. First, the challenges of webly labeled learning outlined before. Moreover, human
labeled data such as the Audioset favors consistency, which will be
evident in both training and evaluation data used to test the models; which gives an edge to the manually labeled dataset. Such differences in performances between human-supervised data and nonhuman supervised webly labeled data has been reported before in
vision. [10] mentions that human supervision is extremely hard to
beat even by using orders of magnitude more web data.
Some class specific results: Readers are requested to visit the
companion webpage to view all details of class-specific results. To
draw some interesting points, we analyze the performance of five
classes with high label noise (Fig. 1). Table 4 shows the AP for
these sounds. For all of these events, the improvements are considerable, e.g., around 67% and 19% relative improvements for Vehicle
and Animal sounds, respectively. Interestingly, N1 ’s overall performance goes down for these 5 events as we increase the size of the
dataset, from Webly-2k to Webly-4k. A considerable drop in performances are seen for Vehicle and Tools sounds whereas only small
improvements Animal and Water sounds are seen. Deep learning
methods are expected to improve as we increase the amount of training dataset. However, it is clear that the larger Webly-4k contains
too many noisy labels which adversely affects the performances in
certain cases. The proposed WeblyNet system is able to address this
problem. On an average WeblyNet gives 7.6% absolute (20% relative) over the baseline method when trained on Webly-4k set.
Effect of divergence measure: To analyze the role of the divergence measure in system’s improvement, we remove it from the
loss function in Eq 2 (that is α = 0 ) and train the system using
losses with respect to the targets only. The WeblyNet system, in this
case, produces a MAP of 43.5, which is not an improvement over
the simple combination of the individually trained networks. This
shows that the two networks are actually co-teaching each other by
measuring the divergence between their outputs.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Human supervision comes at a considerable cost, and hence we need
to build methods which rely on human supervision to the least possible extent. In this paper, we presented webly supervised learning
of sound events as the solution. We presented a method for mining
web data and then a robust deep learning method to learn from webly labeled data. We incorporated multiple ideas into our WeblyNet
system to tackle the challenging problem of learning from webly
labeled data. We showed that our proposed method in which two
networks co-teach each other leads to a considerable improvement
in performance. In the future, we need better methods to mine the
web as well as more efficient methods to learn from such data.
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